DENNY PULESTON AND THE BRECHERO SAGA: TIKAL 1966
by Jeffrey R. Parsons Museum of Anthropology, University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
INTRODUCTION
During the early and mid 1960's I did a good deal of regionally oriented
archaeological fieldwork in the semi-arid highlands of central Mexico. By the end of
1965, when I was about to be hired as an Assistant Professor at the University of
Michigan, I had begun to think that I should expand my horizons a bit, preferably to an
area as different as possible environmentally from highland Mexico. I was aware of the
University of Pennsylvania's on-going work at the Lowland Maya center of Tikal, and so
I wrote to Bill Coe about the possibility of getting some field experience there. Bill
mentioned me to Denny, then a graduate student at Penn, and Denny wrote me soon
thereafter suggesting that I join him the following summer (1966) in his newly initiated
settlement pattern survey in the outskirts of Tikal — this, of course, was the now-classic
brecha ("trail") survey. I committed myself to the project, and showed up in Tikal near
the beginning of June to begin work as one of the brecheros. Thus began one of the
most memorable and influential experiences of my life; even now, more than four
decades later, hardly a day goes by that I do not recall and reflect upon some aspect of
the months I spent with Denny in the Peten at a time when we were both in our mid
twenties and full of youthful enthusiasm for our profession and for life on planet Earth.

Figure 1. Helicopter view of back of Temple V in the foreground with the Central Acropolis,
Great Plaza, and North Acropolis in background, March 1966. (William R. Coe, University of
Pennsylvania. All rights reserved. University of Pennsylvania Museum.)
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SOME GENERALITIES
My first face-to-face meeting with Denny was at the Tikal airport in early June, 1966
— I was on the incoming Aviateca flight from Flores, almost the only passenger in a
cargo plane half filled with 100-gallon steel drums of gasoline. Unbeknownst to me
then, the plane also contained another kind of liquid in high demand at Tikal: many
cases of Gallo beer, arriving at a critical time when the previous supply in the camp was
on the verge of giving out. As I got off the plane a crowd of bright-eyed archaeologists
surged toward me across the landing field. How nice, I thought, to have a welcoming
committee. But they loped on by, Denny leading the charge, with hardly a glance at me
as they passed through the hatchway in search of the beer. At the time I was a little
taken aback, but I soon came to understand this concern with exotic, imported food (my
own particular mania turned out to be canned apricots) in a completely isolated place
where the standard fare (served up daily at the hotel restaurant) was overpoweringly
bland and dull.

Figure 2. Unloading cargo onto airfield, January 1956. (George Holton, University of
Pennsylvania Tikal Project Negative C56-3-13 All rights reserved. University of
Pennsylvania Museum.)
After the dust had settled and the beer had been redistributed, Denny came over and
welcomed me to Tikal. He showed me to my quarters in the rear of the warehouse
which housed the camp store, where several other project personnel (including Pat
Culbert, Bob Fry, and Joe Liska) were staying (later on in the summer I moved to a
small house in the workers' "village" which I shared with other members of the brecha
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survey crew (Pete Puleston, Don Callender, Eric Ekholm, and Rich Blanton)). Denny
also explained some of the camp routine to me. He showed me the now-legendary saZa,
a wonderful building, half lab and half social center, where I was to spend many
memorable evenings (highlighted by listening to Denny's inimitable stories and singing
our favorite songs ("Rozen the Bo," and all the rest)) and from whence our survey crew
departed each morning with its clip-boards, compasses, pencils, Collins machetes,
apples and hard-boiled eggs for lunch, and heady notions of writing new chapters in
Mayan prehistory. He also showed me the shower next to a large avocado tree at the
edge of the aguada — a remarkable little two-room building, where at the pull of a rope
the sun-heated water poured down from big metal drums fixed in the roof; a place
where, as I was soon to discover, you could easily carry on a sudsy conversation with
the invisible person showering in the next room (who might well be an attractive young
woman): I vividly remember chats of this sort I had later that summer with Susanna
Ekholm, Lisa Ferree, Ginny Greene, and "Wednesday" Weld (Tuesday's cousin, and the
only woman who worked on the brecha survey that year).
A little later that first day we got around to talking about the survey, which would
soon be getting underway, and I particularly remember the sense of enthusiasm,
commitment, and pride of accomplishment with which Denny described his design of
survey tactics (which had been worked out the year before in the course of a pilot
survey on the South Brecha). Before I could give any further thought to these weighty
matters, it was time for supper and the subsequent evening revelries in the sala. And
so it all began.
Right from the first moment I met him, I knew that Denny was a unique and original
character, but it was only in the course of our close association over the subsequent
weeks of that 1966 field season that I came to understand more fully what a truly
unusual person he was. Further reflections over the subsequent decades have provided
me with other insights founded on the powerful and lasting impressions formed during
that short period when together we "drove the survey machine" (as Denny once put it)
through the swamps and forests around Tikal.
From the beginning I was aware that Denny had a well developed strategy for a
systematic archaeological study of regional settlement patterns around Tikal. He was
guided, of course, by the pioneering efforts of those few who had gone before him in the
very difficult task:
e.g., he frequently talked and wrote about the inspiring
accomplishments of people like Maler, Tozzer, Rickettson, and Bullard; and he was also
quite willing to recognize and criticize their short-comings, and to ponder how their
efforts might be improved upon. Nevertheless, Denny was trying to do something which
had never really been done in the Peten before, and he had very few methodological
models to build from. He had to start almost from scratch, and in a very real sense
Denny almost single-handedly invented systematic regional archaeological survey in the
Peten.
In the decades after 1966 several archaeologists have followed Denny's lead in
essential foot-slogging archaeology in the thickly forested core of the Lowland Maya
region. Despite some obvious technical advantages (including advancing deforestation
and the availability of satellite imagery and GPS technology) only a few later scholars
have provided regional settlement data from the Peten of a quality equal or superior to
his. Perhaps this is because only a person as imaginative, enthusiastic, energetic,
confident and inspirational as Denny could have done it so successfully. This virtually
unique combination of talents and personality made it possible for him both to conceive
and to carry out a project which actually was (and still is) very nearly (but not quite)
impossible.
Denny was also lucky enough to have the very considerable benefit of the resources
provided by the University of Pennsylvania Tikal Project: this project can be criticized
for an overly narrow focus on monumental architecture, but it had the foresight to
recognize the potential utility of Denny's somewhat unconventional investigations (as
well as that of the equally innovative "vacant terrain" excavations undertaken at about
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the same time by Ben Bronson) and to support them when they were not at all popular
in the Lowland Maya region. Here too Denny's forceful and appealing personality came
into play: he probably had to convince the project directors that his work was
worthwhile, and if ever there was a person who could sell a proposal in which he truly
believed, that person was Denny Puleston.

Figure 3. East Survey Strip, Test Area II, excavation of junction of secondary ditch and
arroyo, view from north looking southwards, 1966. (Bennet Bronson, University of
Pennsylvania Tikal Project Negative 66-84-36A11 rights reserved. University of
Pennsylvania Museum.)
THE SURVEY
Denny's survey design was based on the Guatemalan government's recent
designation of the Tikal archaeological zone as a national park. To facilitate park
maintenance and security, in 1965, government surveyors had cut four main brechas
extending east, north, west, and south from Tikal's central plaza out to the park's
borders, some 12 km distant in each of the cardinal directions. In Denny's plan, these
pre-cut "trails" would serve as the axes along which the archaeological survey teams
could move and from which their operations could systematically advance into the
adjacent landscape in search of archaeological features. In this trackless and thickly
vegetated terrain, accurate location and mapping of these features required fairly
precise positioning of people and places on the ground. This positioning was achieved
by placing numbered wooden stakes at 25-meter intervals along the brechas (most of
this painstaking and exacting work was done by Pete Puleston and Eric Ekholm). These
stakes were the points at which each of the five members of each survey team (one or
two archaeologists and three or four local workers) located themselves along a 100meter stretch of the trail ready for their plunge to a "depth" of 250 meters in a direction
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perpendicular to the brecha. The 250-meter distance was determined by pace counting,
with consistent direction maintained by means of a hand-held compass. Two teams
worked in tandem, one on either side of the brecha, and in this fashion a 500-meter
wide survey area was examined along the 10-km length of each brecha (the 4 x 4 km
area of "central" Tikal had already been mapped, and was thus not included in the
brecha survey).
When a team was 250 meters from the brecha, it halted, re-grouped around the
furthermost member, and re-positioned itself some 100 meters (by pace count along a
line determined by compass to be parallel to the main brecha) further along, and from
there returned in formation to the brecha. Once back on the brecha, the accuracy of the
pace and compass estimations could be determined by relating each person's position
on the trail to the numbered stakes: i.e., actual and ideal locations could be compared,
and any spatial errors would be readily apparent, and accurate corrections could then
be made on the map. The brechas, however, were not always that easy to find again
once we had left them. They were not well-made, distinctive trails, but actually quite
subtle and faint, marked only by a few hacked-off stumps and slightly compacted earth,
plus the numbered stakes at 25-meter intervals, and they often detoured around areas
where tree falls or topographic barriers existed. Consequently, they were sometimes
difficult to recognize as we came at them perpendicularly through the forest, and we
had to take great care not to "overshoot" them (as I once did by nearly 50 meters) on the
return trip from 250 meters out.
The survey demanded a high degree of coordination and cooperation between the
members of a team. Each person was surrounded by thick vegetation, and so could
neither see anybody else or catch sight of any physical landmarks for spatial
orientation. Rich Blanton, for example, once started back to the brecha from his
position at the far end of a survey line at an angle of precisely 180 degrees from the
correct direction; it was only after we had nearly lost him completely in the thick forest
that the error was recognized and corrected. Such dis-orientation was common, and we
often nearly refused to believe our compasses. Inter-personal contact was maintained
exclusively by voice, and so there was constant hooting and chattering as individuals
struggled to keep track of the whereabouts of their fellows.
The "center man" (usually Denny for one team and I for the other, but sometimes
Rich Blanton or Don Callender) had a particularly tough assignment. He had the map -a piece of Mylar mounted on a clip board --, and he was responsible for maintaining
the proper alignment of all five mutually invisible team members as they walked along
at 25-meter intervals, and he also was the one who positioned the archaeological
features on the map as they were encountered. The center man had to count paces,
wield a machete and make his way through the thick vegetation, keep on a compass
line, maintain continuous voice contact with four other individuals, request individual
team members to re-position themselves when he judged by their voices that they were
moving out of alignment, halt the entire team when one person encountered an
archaeological feature (which was signaled to the center-man by a loud shout of
"monticulo!!"), leave his own position and walk over to the newly discovered feature
(carefully counting paces and maintaining proper direction on a compass line), map in
that feature on the Mylar map, return from the mapped feature to his original position
on his survey line (finding that precise spot was in itself quite a challenge), and re-start
the team (which he could only do correctly if he had remembered precisely how many
paces he had moved from the brecha at the point when he was interrupted). The
center-man also drew impressionistic contour lines on the Mylar map. This was
accomplished by judging the relative elevation of team members through continuous
voice contact with each, i.e., judging whether a particular voice was coming from a
higher or lower elevation relative to himself. These contours were later checked and
quantified by an ingenious use of an altimeter carried out (usually on some weekend
day) to known points along the brecha.
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These operations were complicated by the virtually impassable character of some
places (tangled tree falls, steep rock faces, deep swampy pools, etc.) which necessitated
periodic hacking operations with a machete or even occasional detours from the straight
compass lines. Furthermore, within minutes of beginning work each morning, each
person would usually be soaking wet through contact with the moist vegetation.
Occasional rainfalls during the day would make it wetter still, and when it rained voice
communication became virtually impossible as millions of raindrops made contact with
millions of tree leaves, producing a noise level which obliterated all other sounds. When
this happened, all operations ground to a halt and each person stood dripping in place
waiting for the rain to stop.
All this dampness meant that ordinary paper was completely useless as an aide to
record keeping; it would simply fall apart. It also meant that whatever food we carried
with us would also have to be pretty durable. Sandwiches or any kind of bread were
virtually impossible since they would just disintegrate, so we ate mainly hard-boiled
eggs and an occasional apple carried in small plastic bags tied to our belts. Being so
damp so much of the time meant that our clothes and bodies were subject to the
predations of weird fungus growths -- such things were sometimes actually physically
debilitating, and even Denny himself once went out of action for a day with a bad case
of what we indelicately referred to as "crotch rot", and another time he had to go up to
Guatemala City to get a new pair of boots when his originals literally fell apart.
I recall that we did have one way, however brief, to effectively combat the damp. At
lunch time (for which we religiously took a half hour) we would build a small fire (if any
of our matches were still dry enough) and dry our socks over it. No matter that within
15 minutes of starting up again our socks would be soaking once more: those 15
minutes of dry socks seemed well worth it, and we learned to be grateful for small
favors.
The thick and tangled vegetation also precluded our carrying any kind of a small
back- or shoulder-pack -- they would simply get impossibly tangled up in the vines and
bushes. Denny even decided to dispense with a machete (which all the rest of us did
carry — always a medium- length Collins model). He insisted that it was easier to crawl
through the vegetation than to have the machete case on his belt get constantly tangled
up. The rest of us agreed that the machete cases were a problem, but we simply could
not bring ourselves to crawl through the muck as Denny was willing to do. Canteens or
water bottles were, for these same reasons, also impossible, and, because there were no
surface streams in the limestone karst landscape, we relied exclusively on water in
hollow stumps, in occasional pools, or in the thick behuco vines which Denny showed
us how to recognize and tap. Despite the general dampness, we were often very thirsty,
and water supply was a genuine concern throughout the field season.
Despite everything, I continued to wear my old felt hat, a veteran of my past field
seasons in the open spaces of highland Mexico. Of all the brecheros, only Don
Callender and I, plus a couple of our Guatemalan workmen, used hats. I spent an
incredible amount of time retrieving and replacing this hat as it was knocked or scraped
from my head many times each day by the tangled vegetation. I don't fully understand
why I persisted in wearing it, but I think it had something to do with securing a little
additional protection from the mosquitoes.
The mosquitoes may have been the worst problem of all. They were truly fierce, and
we were rarely free of their attentions. Sometimes we got so desperate that some of us
(never Denny) took to smoking two cigarettes at a time (we puffed furiously, but never
inhaled!) so as to provide ourselves with an illusion that we were doing something to
combat the ravenous insects. In this case, as in so many others, Denny seemed to be
above illusion. We would carry cigarettes and matches in an inside pocket, and hope
they would remain dry enough to use — sometimes they didn't. We also anointed
ourselves with large quantities of Off repellent, but this stuff soon washed off, and was
probably even less useful than the cigarette smoke. The only really effective antimosquito measure that we had was to set fire to one type of palm tree we occasionally
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encountered -- the huge, clustered masses of tinder-dry leaves produced large
quantities of smoke when they burned, and this drove the bugs away for a few minutes.
Each of us kept an eye open for these useful trees, and we soon grew accustomed to
hearing the distant explosive whoosh!! of a fired palm several times a day as one or
another of us found a tree and set it off to gain a minute or two of respite. We knew
that there were poisonous fer-de-lance snakes around, but they were very rarely seen
and we considered them to be a very minor problem compared to the mosquitoes. On
several occasions we also bumped into groups of indigenous honey bees -- they were
stingless, but did bite pretty hard, as we discovered —, and once or twice we even
paused to gorge ourselves nearly sick on their honey.

Figure 4. A fer-de-lance (barba amarilla) approaches the handle of a wheelbarrow at camp,
1957. (Walwin Barr, University of Pennsylvania Tikal Project Negative C57-8-91A11 rights
reserved. University of Pennsylvania Museum.)
All of this required tremendous concentration in order to accomplish the task, and a
genuine sense of humor in order to keep from going crazy. Denny held us all together
as we struggled to keep our bodies and minds from giving out. Almost always he did
this by example: time after time he would emerge grinning from a horrendous swampy
morass or acres-large tree fall, bloody-armed from squashed mosquitoes and slimy all
over from crawling through and under the vegetation, and proceed to blithely
congratulate us on our findings or to praise our accuracy in returning to the designated
points on the brecha. What could we do but try to imitate such resilience, dedication,
and good humor?
Denny may have been at his very best in tough situations, those sometimes verging
on the desperate, when cool heads and dispassionate judgment were absolutely
essential. We had several such moments out on the brecha surveys. One that I recall
happened during the course of a special re-examination we did of the old Rickettson
survey area at Uaxactun, a few dozen kilometers to the north of Tikal. Denny wanted to
recount the housemounds in the same area which Rickettson had mapped in the mid1930's. For many years this unique housemound survey had provided the main
empirical archaeological evidence for Classic-period population estimates in the Lowland
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Maya region. Denny suspected (and correctly so, as it turned out) that Rickettson may
have significantly undercounted the housemounds. We had a copy of the Rickettson
survey map, and proceeded to locate his original survey area by means of several
established landmarks (topographical and archaeological features). We had proceeded
with the re-survey for a few hours with good results, but as time passed we gradually
came to realize that the old map wasn't making any sense and we were quite lost. We
floundered around for a bit, getting increasingly nervous. (I was recalling to myself the
story Denny had told us a few weeks earlier about the tourist some years back who had
got lost in the woods at Tikal, and died there within a few hundred yards of the central
plaza.) More time passed; we got so hungry that we chewed on the green maize in a
small milpa we stumbled across. Through it all Denny kept on looking at the map, and
finally, as the rest of us were on the edge of panic, pronounced that he had figured it
out: the map had been printed backwards!! Once that fact was established, we were
able to get back to a known point -- and we even continued our survey for the rest of
the afternoon.

Figure 5. West of Uaxactun trail, "Bridge" excavation, looking west and down at the
excavation, August 1966. (Donald Callender, University of Pennsylvania Tikal Project
Negative 66-92-3 All rights reserved. University of Pennsylvania Museum.)

Denny was also very good at improvisation. Once, for example, he either forgot his
pencil, or it fell out of his pocket somewhere along the trail — this was actually a pretty
serious problem, because you absolutely had to have a pencil in order to make the
survey maps. He didn't discover the pencil's absence until we were far out on the
brecha, ready to begin the day's work, at a point when it was impossible to return to
camp for the missing item. My own pencil was simply too short to break in half.
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Disaster, i.e., the loss of his team's survey time for that day, stared us in the face.
Denny was looking pretty solemn, and I was on the verge of making the virtually
impossible effort to break my own already-too-short pencil in half (which, if
unsuccessful, would have put both teams out of commission that day), when he
brightened up and said that he could use the sharp point of his Brunton Compass to
gouge out the necessary symbols on the Mylar map. This expedient procedure worked
for that one day, although we never tried to repeat it again, and afterwards we always
made sure to carry an extra pencil.
On the other hand, Denny's enthusiasm could occasionally cloud his own (usually
excellent) judgment. Here's an example. It was our custom, once we had extended our
survey out to about 8 kilometers along the brecha, to camp out there for one or two
nights while we finished the last part of the survey. This avoided the long and difficult
round-trip walks to those most-distant parts of our survey area, but it also meant
laboriously hauling out our jungle hammocks (dreadfully uncomfortable army-surplus
items, whose only virtue was that they were fitted with the mosquito netting required to
survive the nocturnal mosquito attacks) and some supplies, usually consisting of a few
additional hard-boiled eggs and apples, an extra can of Off, perhaps a few extra
cigarettes and matches, and a Very Pistol (with which we signaled from a treetop after
nightfall so that those back at the main camp would know that we were still alive out
there in the woods). We usually planned these forays several days in advance, and
selected our crews so as to have survey teams composed exclusively of those individuals
most willing and able to participate.
One day, at about 7.5 kilometers out on the East Brecha, Denny suddenly got the
idea that we should work late that afternoon, camp out overnight, and work an extralong shift the next day: which effort, he reasoned, should enable us to finish off that
last part of the survey, and get back to Tikal before nightfall the next day; one person
would go back to the camp that afternoon to inform the rest of our whereabouts. This
was a completely un-anticipated course of action, and we had no extra supplies, no
jungle hammocks, no specially-selected crew, and no Very Pistol. We were even down to
our last (and nearly empty) can of Off.
Well, there was something of an uproar: several workers were on the verge of
outright mutiny, and even I expressed my doubts (I was mainly worried about the
mosquitoes). Denny attempted, with his usual persuasive skill, to overcome a strongly
united opposition. But, for once he did not prevail; he was simply out-voted, and we
trudged back to camp, to return the next day better prepared for an over-night foray. I
still shudder to think how we may have fared out there had he convinced us to remain
(as he very nearly did) with only our puny quantity of Off as a shield against the
overpowering insect forces.
By mid-summer, both Denny and I had settled into the daily survey routine. By that
point we had put a lot of tough miles behind us on the brechas, we were more
accustomed to the physical and mental rigors of the fieldwork (these had never been
any problem for Denny), and the settlement pattern data were accumulating nicely. We
had got pretty good at recognizing and mapping the ubiquitous modest house-mound
groups which we so avidly sought, and we had improved our ability to direct the
increasingly competent survey crews. Maybe we were even getting a little smug. Then,
about halfway out on the North Brecha, our complacency was shattered: Don
Callender, in his role as a greenhorn center-man pinch-hitting one day for Denny (it
may have been the time that Denny had to go up to Guatemala City to get a new pair of
boots), discovered the Tikal North Wall, one of the most significant archaeological
features of the entire survey.
It was not that Don had discovered such an important feature which so took us
aback; rather, it was the belated realization that we had been walking over another
section of the same wall (at the point where it angled across the North Brecha trail)
without paying any attention at all to the notable surface depression in the trail into
which we had been descending and out of which we had been climbing twice each day
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for more than a week. Apparently, because Denny and I had got it so firmly fixed in our
minds that we were looking for mound groups, we had proceeded to ignore a very
different kind of archaeological feature which, in retrospect, was nevertheless so very
obviously man-made. It took a conscientious and less confident "greenhorn", less
certain of his ability to recognize and record archaeological features, to suspect and
report the subtle linear feature which he encountered while temporarily at the helm of a
survey crew a couple of hundred meters from where the wall and the brecha intersected.
Denny or I would probably have ignored this feature had either of us been in our usual
center-man role at the point where Don encountered the wall trace. With our eyes
opened by Don, Denny quickly realized the full significance of the find, and he and Don
subsequently published an important joint paper (Puleston and Callender 1967)
announcing the results. This feature, of course, continues to interest and intrigue
archaeologists [e.g., Silverstein et al. 2009]. The whole business was a revelation to all
of us, Denny included, and from that point on we put complacency behind us.
I like to think that the Tikal Brecha Survey brought out the best in me. However, I
also recall at least one time when it came close to bringing out the worst; on that
occasion, it was Denny who (as you might say) finally saved me from myself. It
happened something like this. Early in the fieldseason, before I had quite got myself
fully conditioned to the physical rigors of survey, we were trudging back along the East
Brecha at the end of a long day, about 6 kilometers out from Tikal. I was bone tired,
feeling especially sorry for myself (I had fallen down earlier in the day, painfully pricking
my hand as I grabbed a spiny tree trunk for support and cracking a rib against another
tree, so that even normal breathing was somewhat painful), and literally aching for the
relative comfort of the camp with its shower and dry clothes awaiting me. All of a
sudden, as we were struggling along the trail through a particularly tough and
mosquito-infested stretch of swamp, I distinctly heard somebody yelling for help off in
the forest, an agonizing and piteous wail, full of pathos and despair, repeated over and
over.
"Oh My God," I thought (recalling Denny's story about the fatally lost tourist of a few
years back), "somebody is lost and perishing out there!!" Thoughts of finding and
helping the person flashed through my weary brain. So too did thoughts of how tired
and pained I was, and what a great physical effort it would be to rescue the lost soul. I
glanced up ahead at Denny's back, as he pushed grimly onward a few yards ahead of
me on the trail, "Why doesn't he stop?", I thought. Onward we went, with the
continuing wails, slightly more distant now, ringing in our ears. "To Hell with it," I
thought, "that guy has got himself lost; let him get himself out of the mess he so richly
deserves to be in; we've got all we can do to get ourselves back to camp; Denny is the
head of this survey project, and it's his responsibility to do something, and if he doesn't,
why should I bother?" For a couple of minutes more these uncharitable thoughts
continued to float around in my mind. Finally, in total conflict with myself, I called to
Denny: "what are we going to do about that lost person shouting for help?" Denny
stopped, looked at me with a mixture of wonder and amusement, listened to the distant
wailing for another 10 seconds, and finally said: "that's a Howler monkey; lots of them
around here." We continued on our way. I was tremendously relieved that nobody was
lost out there and that we would not have to make the effort to find him. I was also
quite pleased that I had finally, on my own volition, overcome the depths of my
selfishness. Most of all, perhaps, I was grateful to Denny for not ever mentioning the
embarrassing incident to anyone.
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Figure 6. The 1966 Brecheros
Bottom row, left to right:
Roberto, D. Puleston, P. Puleston, R. Blanton, D.
Callender; Middle row, left to right: Gil Martinez, Antonio, Cheppe, ?, Tayo, J. Parsons;
Top row, left to right: ?, ?, Rafael.
LIFE IN THE ARCHAEOLOGISTS' CAMP
Of all the many experiences I shared with Denny at Tikal in 1966, perhaps what I
remember best, and with the greatest sense of both pleasure and pain, are the stories
he used to tell (pleasure, because of how much I enjoyed them; pain, because there
won't be any more). Denny was a very talented story teller, and he would regale us by
the hour (even if he had only me for an audience, as was sometimes the case when we
were out in the forest) with his tales. Never, since I was a small child, have I
encountered such a marvelous talent for this kind of entertainment. Denny could make
a story out of almost anything: camp life and gossip, academia, his own earlier field
experiences (both in Guatemala and Polynesia), tales he had acquired from others (for
example, the last time I ever saw him, at a meeting in Guanajuato, Mexico late in 1977,
he told me several traditional folk legends from the Colonial era of that intriguing old
town), or simply figments of his own imagination. We would never ask him to tell these
stories; he simply started in on them, usually in the course of casual conversation,
whenever an opportunity presented itself. I gradually came to expect them at such
times, and would look forward to them for hours ahead of a potentially suitable
moment. Nobody ever thought of trying to compete with him in this realm: here, as in
many other walks of our Tikal lives, his ability was universally regarded as absolutely
unique and peerless.
His attention to detail in these stories was truly remarkable, and perhaps this is
what made them so fascinating. One specific example that I particularly recall is his
description of how once, when drunk, he had collapsed face-down on the ground. He
explained to us how he had tried to raise himself up from the grassy surface, describing
it, as the experience had originally seemed to him, as an attempt to push the planet
itself away from his body so that he could get detached from it (the planet) as he lay
there in his giddy state. This minor element of a much longer tale has lingered in my
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memory for decades, and I continue to marvel at the intricacy and flair with which he
could present such a mundane circumstance.
Another story which particularly appealed to me was Denny's spell-binding
description of walking along a narrow forest trail at night -- I believe this had happened
a couple of years earlier when he and one or two companions had got so thirsty during
an unusually long journey through the forest that they had resorted to a forced night
march out of sheer desperation to find water. At such a time you had to reverse normal
day-time behavior and look carefully up at the sky instead of down at your feet. This is
because what you were following was not a faint track of slightly beaten earth on the
ground, but instead an even fainter ribbon of moon-lit sky which formed where the trees
did not join so tightly together at the top of the forest canopy above the trail. Such a
subtle trace could easily be lost sight of, and so the only way to stay on the trail was to
keep your eyes riveted to the sky and maintain complete concentration. This meant, of
course, that you couldn't pay much attention to what your feet were doing (they were
pretty much invisible anyway), and so you often fell and slipped as you walked into
things like projecting roots, holes, fallen branches, etc. which could more easily be
avoided during the daytime.
Other favorite themes revolved around the local supernatural spirits (duendes) which
plagued our Guatemalan workmen, and even some project personnel, using specific
examples of recent events to illustrate and embroider his accounts of human foibles.
One of my personal favorites was the hilarious tale of the flying jeep. This episode,
which dated to the early years of the Tikal Project, featured four prominent project
members who, one evening when they were not all fully sober, went tearing down the
airstrip in a jeep. As they approached the end of the runway, the two in the back seat
stood up, spread out their arms horizontally, and all four shouted "We're taking off,
we're taking off!!" Traveling at about 35 miles per hour, the jeep sailed off the end of the
strip and into the bank of a deep ditch about 10 or 15 feet further on, scattering its
occupants ignominiously in the mud. Miraculously, all four survived, and nobody was
even seriously injured.
In 1966 Tikal was still something of a natural paradise, far removed from roads and
accessible to the outside world only by airplane, with very few local inhabitants and no
local industry. Denny, a born naturalist, reveled in this paradise, and his enthusiasm
(much of which was communicated to us through his marvelous stories) affected the
rest of us in such a way that we, in a lesser but still very real way, also reveled in it
much moreso than we might otherwise have done. Denny would always be noting
details of plant and animal life, calling them to our attention, and informing us about
them from his seemingly inexhaustible stock of knowledge — the brightly colored parrots
which flew up before us every day; the chattering and mischievous spider monkeys who
occasionally shat upon us from their tree-top homes; the occasional solitary tapir or
groups of wild pigs that passed by in the forest, noisy but unseen; the great boa
constrictors which slithered through the swamps amidst great ferns of Permian aspect;
the innumerable strangling vines through which we fought our way; the towering ceiba
trees with their massive trunks and vast but shallow root systems, occasionally also
encountered as impassable barriers in an up-rooted state; the smaller palms, whose
hearts could be cut out and baked in a pit to produce a delicious meal; even the many
insects continuously underfoot and in the air, the most numerous of all forms of
wildlife. Denny did this in such a natural and entertaining fashion, that we never
thought it tedious or dull or pompous in any way -- quite the contrary. A brief account
of the memorable "Night of the Uo's" may give some hint of what it was like to be tutored
by Denny in natural history at Tikal.
There were a lot of frogs at Tikal. One species, which everybody referred to as "Uo's"
(after the name of the ancient Mayan frog glyph), was especially abundant. These were
small creatures, about as long as a human thumb with the general appearance of a
small, water-filled balloon, and they populated the area in very large numbers. They
were usually discreet and subdued in their behavior, attracting no special attention
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from us; but, on a few consecutive nights in the middle of summer, after a few weeks of
soaking rain, they would appear on the ground surface of our camp area in their tens of
thousands, croaking away like mad and hopping about forming long frog chains and
mating in an orgy of reproductive frenzy, totally oblivious to all other distractions. The
particular night when this frenzy reached its peak was referred to as the "Night of the
Uo's", and at this time Denny would lead us from the sala out into the darkness, armed
with flashlights so that we could witness the truly remarkable, virtually Mesozoic, sight.
He knew right where to find the largest numbers and highest concentrations of frogs,
and we would follow him around peering in amazement and delight at the masses of
wildly copulating amphibians which tumbled through the flashlight beams and which
clogged our very footsteps and filled our heads with a cacophony of almost
unimaginable sound. In such a fashion did Denny bring closer to us the natural world
of the Peten, and I can remember the Night of the Uo's as distinctly now, across the
expanse of more than 40 years, as if it had happened only yesterday.
Just as he delighted in the natural world of the Peten, so too did Denny joyfully
immerse himself, and us with him, in the archaeological world of the ancient Maya.
Virtually every temple, palace, plaza, mound group, sculpture, and stela at Tikal were
individually known to him, and he would make their rounds as often as he could, often
with several of us in tow, explaining their distinct features to us. He had brought such
visitations to the form of a complicated game, which he played with a few other hardcore Tikal veterans, in which different numbers of points, based on difficulty of access,
were assigned to a great many archaeological features at the great site. I can remember
seeing a score-sheet hanging up in the sala, with the point accumulations from
visitations made during earlier fieldseasons carefully tabulated -- Denny's totals were
invariably the highest, but several others had come close. We did not play these games
in 1966 in any serious way, but Denny did escort us around in an abbreviated version
of the real thing. The most memorable of such visits that I remember was a night-time
excursion to Maler's Palace, the remarkably well-preserved, multi-storied structure, just
off the central plaza, in which Maler himself had camped for an extended period in the
1890's.
One night, late in the summer, Denny took us up to Maler's Palace by flashlight,
along the kilometer or two of roadway from the camp. Along the way he explained the
ritual behavior which he and his companions in earlier years had worked out for such a
visitation: this entailed drinking moderate quantities of beer at intervals and moving
progressively higher on the structure, until, ultimately, the participants were standing
on the roof itself; small kerosene lamps were placed at intervals for additional lighting.
The entire experience had a truly ghostly and other-worldly quality, with Denny
invoking the names of Maler and other personalities (of both archaeological and
mythological character) — in fact, creating another of his great stories in the context of
the monumental architecture and historical connotations of the very place which
flickered eerily all about us. At the roof the story ended, with all of us peering out from
our high vantage point onto the dark forms of central Tikal's great ancient monuments
around us. At that point, Don Callender apparently felt that he could fly, and I was just
able to grab hold of his belt to prevent him from leaping off into space — such was the
emotional impact of Denny's tale in that setting.
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Figure 7. Structure 5D-65 (Maler's Palace), From Northwest, March 1957. (William R. Coe,
University of PA All rights reserved. University of Pennsylvania Museum.)

Mostly we manufactured our own entertainments at Tikal. However, there were also
the weekend evening movies, shown on an improvised screen in one of the open-sided
sheds near the center of the main camp. These were always well attended, by both
workers and project personnel -- dozens of people standing around the edges of the
building with their eyes glued on the screen. We brecheros were always eager to see
these movies since they often featured vintage Tarzan films, with Johnny Weismuller
swinging effortlessly through the jungle on his vines. We, of course, regarded ourselves
as real jungle travelers, and we delighted in scoffing at the unrealistic archaic
Hollywood images. Nevertheless, I think that we were also genuinely intrigued by even
the remotest possibility of easy movement through the tropical forest - - a possibility
which Tarzan seemed to hold out to us. We really envied Johnny W. as he swung so
freely from tree to tree in forests so seemingly similar in appearance to those through
which we toiled so laboriously on foot.
As we walked along the brecha trails, Denny and I delighted in regaling each other
with improbable fantasies about how it might sometime be possible for archaeologists
(perhaps even ourselves) to move as easily as Tarzan through the Peten. We would not
swing on vines, but instead we would drive air-conditioned, tank-like vehicles, powerful
enough to smash all trees in their path, with wrap-around Plexiglas windows so that we
could see everything we needed to from inside, and so wouldn't ever have to get out of
our comfortable machines. In an alternative fantasy, we would coat the edges of the
archaeological features we found with bright orange paint; this paint would then be
visible on highly sensitive, leaf-penetrating film exposed from over-flying aerial cameras,
and all detailed mapping would be done from these films in comfortable and well-
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equipped laboratories. How forward looking we were, and how much of our inspired
fantasy we owed to Tarzan!!
THE AFTERMATH
As I left Tikal at the end of that summer, I remember thinking to myself, as I would
continue to do in the years to come, that I had had a truly remarkable experience. One
thought was something like this: I survived the brecha survey; therefore, I can survive
anything. This reasoning helped sustain me through many a difficult field experience
which lay ahead, although none of these ever really quite equaled the level of agony,
pain, anguish, frustration, or sense of accomplishment which I had experienced out on
the brechas with Denny. More slowly and more subtly other kinds of thoughts came to
me. One example: Denny Puleston could be tough, informative, inspirational,
dedicated, productive, challenging, interesting, and fun — all without being boorish, or
boring, or arrogant, or pompous, or over-bearing, or lacking in sense of humor; so, why
couldn't I accomplish some of these things, in my own way, in such a fashion as he did?
I tried to do just this, and still strive to approach the high standards which he set.
Another example: Denny's personality, as attractive and appealing as I found it to
be, was perhaps a bit too near the undisciplined edge for my more cautious and
subdued tastes. In reflection I would recall events like the near-mutiny on the East
Brecha, or Don Calender's potentially disastrous near-leap into space from atop Maler's
Palace, and I would think about things that Denny was not quite so good at, like
restraining and dampening excess and impetuosity. Perhaps my perception of Denny's
flaws served to check my own behavior over the years.
Another example: Denny and I belonged to that very fortunate sub-generation which
was born a few years too late to have been involved in the Korean War, and just a
couple of years too soon to have been drafted into the maw of Vietnam. So, neither of
us ever had to go to war. I didn't (and still don't) feel any sense of guilt for not having
served in Vietnam, but I find it intriguing that while some of my slightly younger
contemporaries were slugging it out in the bloody jungles of Indochina, I was also
slugging it out, albeit for a much different purpose and in a much less deadly way, on
the other side of the world in the jungles of Peten. Was the Tikal Brecha Survey my
Vietnam, with Denny Puleston the platoon leader who brought us through unscathed?
Well, of course not, but the analogy, however flawed, continues to work itself around in
my mind to this day.
I am very fortunate indeed to have known Denny for the time that I did. He was a
great friend and a kindred spirit, even though he was so different from me in many
ways; a great source of inspiration and good comradeship while alive, and who, in
memory, continues to have an important influence on my life long after his untimely
death. I miss him still, much more than I can say.
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Figure 8. Dennis Puleston and Jose at camp, 1964. (Virginia Greene, University of
Pennsylvania Tikal Project Negative CX58-66-72 All rights reserved. University of
Pennsylvania Museum.)
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